work. In India the government of India recently enacted a law namely GST. This paper seeks to explain the positive and negative effects of GST on manufacturing industry in India.
INTRODUCTION
GST means Goods and Services Tax. It had been introduced by p Chidambaram was a Finance minister from 2008 to 2010. Actually it is an indirect tax on the manufacturing goods .the GST was replaced by VAT (value added tax) .The main aim is to collect systematic tax on listed goods. The GST bill was passed by the Indian parliament, The GST effect on share market with positive effect the market which are FMCG, Automobile, Cement, Light electrical, multi flex, Rail and Logistics departments could in future.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Das and Gupta (2004): They stated that the tax compliance can be improved by implementing simple reforms in personnel policy in Indian income tax .He concluded that the GST will lead to higher tax compliance and lower tax evasion by Indians.
Gang and Ira N (2000): They concluded that the tax structure India, some tax structure changes were implemented to reduce tax evasion.
Thirupathi and Sweta (2011):
They examined VAT is a type of indirect tax that is imposed on goods and services, and they advocated the tax impact on budget and revenue Sijbren (2013): Sijbren and others suggested, A modern goods and services to alleviate the problems of India's current indirect tax system.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
The primary objectives of the study are effeteness on different types of manufacturing goods and services. It is a scientific tax system approach .It could be useful to increase the revenue of the country, and enhance the nation's wealth and abolish the absence of tax payment. The concept of GST is "One tax and one Nation".
To reduce the burden of tax between state and the center To enhance of revenue through the GST as one tax To encourage to the manufacturing industry in India
To abolish the absence of tax payment in India Scope of the study: Goods and services tax has vast scope. The scope will cover listed number of items under the coverage of tax area only. tax rate is 14% to 15% these two departmental taxes are effect by the GST 18% to 20% .Currently news and print media has been exempted from that taxes, the GST prove to DTH and some Negative to print media and braudcosting. Dish TV may get benefits ZEE sun HT media prakesh jagaran to negative.
Automobile and Batteries industry:
The field of Batteries would have face the throat cut competition by the effect of GST Jumbo feasibilities it has the effect on "the transported vehicles may get the benefits by the GST.
CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY
Indian business scenario manufacturing industry is the playing significant role, in business world. In the world every country has the sum of financial or aid to the manufacturing industry. Some companies feel like that Agriculture crop within the duration. Manufacturing sector is economic growth of nation. When the country focus on manufacturing industry that the country overcomes technological barriers.
 The cemetery industry can enjoy operating and transportation expenses by the effect of GST.
 Automobile industry, also getting benefits by the GST, according to subsum of taxes.
 Consumer and durable sector also reduces where housing expenses by the effect of GST.
 IT and IT IS sector the GST effect is negative.
 Telecom and banking and financial services must face the operating expenses risk.
 The Indian pharmacy seek encouragement from the government, but the excise tax rate is 6%
as an the date.
 Textile and garment industry face negative impact by the GST.
 Media companies also (DTH) may also have negative scenario.
